Two different Ca2+-dependent inhibitory mechanisms of spontaneous firing by glutamate in dopamine neurons.
The excitatory neurotransmitter, glutamate, generates a characteristic burst-pause type of firing in midbrain dopamine neurons in association with the reward behavior, but the cellular mechanism by which glutamate generates these bursts is unknown. Here, we show that the bursts in spontaneously firing dopamine neurons can be generated by the combinative actions of the brief stimulatory and the subsequent Ca(2+)-dependent inhibitory signals in response to glutamate stimulation. The two Ca(2+)-dependent firing-extinction signals are activated by different glutamate receptors. Although the activation of metabotropic glutamate receptors rapidly stopped the enhanced firing through the Ca(2+) release from intracellular stores, the activation of NMDA and AMPA/kainate receptors abolished the firing immediately after termination of the stimulation due to the Ca(2+) accumulation in the cell. These two Ca(2+)-dependent inhibitory mechanisms appear to participate in the generation of characteristic bursts in dopamine neurons by controlling the maximum firing number of single bursts and the duration of post-firing pauses.